ABSTRACT: In two-dimensional samples, all atoms are at the surface and thereby exposed for probing and manipulation by physical or chemical means from both sides. Here, we show that we can access the same point on both surfaces of a few-layer graphene membrane simultaneously, using a dual-probe scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) setup. At the closest point, the two probes are separated only by the thickness of the graphene membrane. This allows us for the first time to directly measure the deformations induced by one STM probe on a free-standing membrane with an independent second probe. We reveal different regimes of stability of few-layer graphene and show how the STM probes can be used as tools to shape the membrane in a controlled manner. Our work opens new avenues for the study of mechanical and electronic properties of two-dimensional materials. KEYWORDS: Graphene, graphene membrane, scanning tunneling microscopy, multiprobe STM, mechanical deformation, molecular dynamics simulation A lready two decades ago, individual atoms were manipulated with the scanning tunneling microscope in order to create novel structures and to explore the emerging quantum phenomena.
A lready two decades ago, individual atoms were manipulated with the scanning tunneling microscope in order to create novel structures and to explore the emerging quantum phenomena. 1, 2 While the basic principles behind STM have not changed, recent developments integrating multiple probes within one device 3 have led to more flexibility in imaging and probing materials. Although the interprobe distances are already impressively short, the dimensions of the probes themselves pose an inherent limit for the achievable distance. Two-dimensional materials, such as graphene, 4 provide a unique way to circumvent this problem. On a free-standing membrane, the same position can be accessed from opposing sides, and in the case of a monolayer sample one might even put both probes on the same atom. However, this requires the ability to place the probes within each other's range of movement, as well as a sample that is stable enough to withstand simultaneous probing from both sides. Despite the intuitive appeal of this approach, to the best of our knowledge it has never been tried before.
Research into graphene, the ultimate 2D material, has already revealed surprises in the often disregarded third dimension. Instead of a simple lowland, this hexagonally structured carbon membrane has turned out to contain a rich landscape of hills and valleys when suspended, 5−9 and to partially follow the surface morphology when laying on a substrate. 10−15 However, recent STM experiments on free-standing graphene 9,16−19 indicate that tip-induced deformations of the graphene membrane are the predominant effect to the height profiles, meaning that the membrane follows the probe rather than vice versa.
The present study builds on the previous works that discussed the effect of out-of-plane deformations in suspended graphene induced by STM tips 9,16−19 and the gate voltagedriven switching between convex and concave forms. 19 , 20 We first demonstrate how an STM probe can impose a similar switch on few-layer graphene under appropriate conditions and in both directions. Then, we place another probe at the same position but on the other side of the sample. With varying conditions on the first (stationary) probe, the second (scanning) probe will observe one of two landscapes: either a small pointlike feature or a significantly larger mountain. These are identified in corroboration with atomistic simulations as two regimes where the initial deformations of the membrane are either maintained or stretched out. Finally, by displacing and retracting the second probe we demonstrate an accurate control over the local height of the membrane.
For our dual-probe STM experiments, we employed a custom-made device specifically designed for this study. In this device, two independent STM units are combined as shown in Figure 1a . Two scan heads, facing each other from opposing sides, are mechanically fixed to a support, which also holds the sample. A coarse alignment of the scan heads within the plane normal to the probes is done with micrometer screws. To facilitate the alignment, each of the scan heads can be replaced by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. All experiments were carried out under ambient conditions. We prepared fewlayer graphene membranes by mechanical exfoliation and subsequent transfer to grids as has been described previously. 21 We then transferred the membranes from the grids to goldcoated silicon substrates with a single window with sizes between 2 and 25 μm. The preparation process is outlined in Figure 1b and described in the Methods section. Our samples are free-standing few-layer graphene membranes (5−8 layers).
Thinner membranes, in particular monolayers, were not stable in our STM, which we attribute to the ambient-conditions environment (comparing to earlier studies with similar sample geometry but using ultrahigh vacuum setups 9, 17, 19 ). We first show an experiment using a single tip, where a reversible transition between a convex and concave shape of the membrane is induced by adjusting the tunneling conditions. Importantly, this demonstrates that the STM tip can be used to both push and pull the membrane with a sufficient force to create permanent deformations. For this experiment, we used a suspended few-layer graphene sample with a perforated support foil (see Methods). The initial scan showed the membrane in a concave geometry, that is, hanging away from the probe inside the circular hole of the foil (see Figure 2a regime 1) . We point out that the initial shape seems to be random since we observed both convex and concave structures in other experiments. In the beginning, our tunneling parameters were set to U = −0.2 V, I = 1 nA. We then started to increase the (negative) bias voltage in order to increase the force with which the tip pulls on the membrane (Figure 2b regime 1) . The recorded line-profiles remained unchanged until U = −1.2 V. Then, an abrupt change occurred. The membrane which was initially hanging ∼10 nm below the edges of the foil transformed into a bulging structure ∼15 nm above (Figure 2a ,b regime 2). This process is remarkably similar to the gate-voltage-driven snap-through event reported by Lindahl et al. 20 After the transformation, we changed the tunneling conditions by increasing the current and lowering the voltage to bring the probe close enough to the sample for Pauli repulsion to become the dominant interaction. Under these conditions we then started to transform the membrane back from convex to concave shape (Figure 2a ,b regime 3). This reverse change takes place more gradually and requires a significantly (ca. 100× ) smaller tunneling resistance, implying a high repulsive force. 22 In the example of Figure 2 , the transition from regime 2 to 3 took place at U = −0.01 V, I = 1 nA. Figure 2c shows schematic presentations of the proposed membrane configurations during scanning. The data in Figure 2 was measured in one continuous experiment (i.e., by continuously scanning while changing the tunneling bias and current after each frame), starting from regime 1 and ending at regime 3. The Supporting Information contains another similar experiment as well as a table with the tunneling conditions at each point of the transition.
After establishing conditions for manipulating the membrane, we introduce the second STM probe on the backside of the sample opposing the first one (see Methods). For these experiments ( Figure 3 ), we used a slightly different sample geometry (having a rectangular instead of a circular suspended membrane, see Methods). After the alignment, the two probes are within each other's scanning range. In the first set of double-tip experiments, a constant current was maintained on the second (stationary) probe, which means that it applies an approximately constant force on the membrane. We observed two different regimes in the experiment. The first one is a small, localized point feature (Figure 3b ,c, see also Supporting Information), which does not seem to affect the shape of the membrane further away from the stationary tip. The second regime is a larger mountain (Figure 3d ,f), which extends all the way to the rim of the suspended membrane. As a surprising display of the mechanical strength of graphene, it is even possible to move the top of the mountain, which corresponds to the location of the opposite probe, in the lateral direction. In other words, we can directly observe the motion of one STM tip in subsequent images recorded on the other side of the membrane. During this experiment, both the quasi-stationary and the imaging probe were held at a constant current to maintain constant force between the tip and the sample. A series of four STM images from this experiment is shown in Figure 3f , where the summit of the mountain tracks a path following the movements of the probe as observed with the scanning tip. In order to make the movement clearly visible, the individual steps were more than 500 nm long. In this experiment the mountain appears as approximately 60 nm high in the topographic image.
Finally, after moving the stationary probe in the lateral direction we show that starting from the mountain shape we can also impose control over the contour of the membrane by adjusting the vertical position of this probe. We switched off the feedback loop of the probe, thereby defining a fixed height of the membrane at the position of the second tip ( Figure 4a ). We then recorded long image sequences (∼100 images) while gradually pulling the probe away from the membrane. Correspondingly, the mountain top sinks, step-by-step, until a deep valley is formed (Figure 4a−d) . This valley approximately mirrors the original mountain shape. After a full reversal of the mountain, when the force required to deform the membrane overcomes the adhesive force induced by the probe, the connection between membrane and probe breaks and the membrane snaps back to a freely suspended configuration. The total range of the deformation is more than 60 nm. Despite the large deformation caused by the stationary tip, the effect of the scanning tip can be seen in the contours presented in Figure 4f . In all scans between the initial mountain ( Figure 4a ) and the final valley configuration (Figure 4d ), the line-profiles between the substrate and the stationary tip curve toward the scanning tip. The stationary tip also stabilizes the membrane. In the freestanding areas, the tip-induced deformations of the membrane lead to line-to-line variations during acquisition of the scanned image. These variations are absent on the supported area and in a small area around the stationary tip (Figure 4a−d) . The complete deformation of this membrane is shown in Supporting Information video 1. For this deformation sequence, we also analyzed the strain of the membrane, by comparing the length of the profiles (Figure 4f , solid lines) for all deformed cases and the final length after detaching the second tip (Figure 4f, dashed line) . Surprisingly, we find that this length remains constant with changes below 0.1% (see Supporting Information). This indicates that we are not significantly stretching the carbon bonds within the graphene membrane but rather changing the shape of existing deformations.
We now turn to the analysis and discussion of our experimental results. We carried out molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with a scaled down model of the suspended membrane, which provided qualitatively similar observations as in the experiments. Generally, it is well-known that STM images can be affected by tip-induced elastic deformations of the sample. 23 In the case of free-standing membranes, such effects become even more important. 9,16−19 Therefore, it is necessary to understand the effect of the probe on the structure of the membrane at the atomic level. The rippled form of freestanding graphene at the nanometer length scale has been revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 5, 7 and was recently observed with STM. 9, 24 However, the impact of scanning on the structure of a free-standing membrane is difficult to interpret from the results obtained during such a scan. In order to elucidate the effects of a moving STM tip on a free-standing graphene membrane, we used the following approach (see Methods for details). First, we created a ∼17 nm × 17 nm model of graphene under 2% compression and then simulated the evolution of the structure by MD simulations at a finite temperature (300 K) for 5 ps. Remarkably, this is sufficient to obtain a static, rippled structure as shown in Figure  5a . Figure 5a −f shows how the structure changes during the simulated scan. Corresponding line-profiles are presented in Figure 5g . Interestingly, the "measured" line profile ("probe trace" in Figure 5g ) differs from any of the shapes assumed by the membrane before, during, or after the scan. Moreover, the amplitude of the "measured" ripples is significantly less than those in the actual structure. Comparing the contours of the membrane before and after the scan shows that the simple act of scanning can locally turn concave locations into convex ones and vice versa.
Next, we consider the transformation between a concave and convex form by the influence of the tip. We started again with a rippled graphene membrane, this time with fixed edges to model the substrate−graphene interaction at the rim of the suspended area, and applied gradually increasing force to one of the atoms in a direction normal to the plane of the membrane (see Supporting Information and Methods). The initial, rippled configuration happens to be mostly concave in this example and remained as such when forces below 0.05 eV/Å were applied. A force above 0.05 eV/Å was sufficient for this membrane to assume a convex configuration. After the convex geometry had formed, similar to the experiments, we tried to push it back by applying a force in the opposite direction. However, this shape now remained stable up to 50 eV/Å after which increasing the force resulted in breaking of bonds. Only by simulating several subsequent full scans over the membrane were we able to lower the convex membrane back into a concave configuration. The entire deformation process is shown in Supporting Information video 2. The overall conclusion from the experiments and simulations is as follows. The as-prepared membrane contains initial, presumably random, out-of-plane deformations that are in-between the fully concave or convex shapes. For this configuration, a low force is sufficient to stretch out the deformations and obtain the energetically more favorable stretched-out structure (up or down, depending on the direction of force applied in the first experiment). After this, pushing or pulling the membrane to the opposite side requires imposing strain to the material that requires a significantly higher force.
Finally, we aimed at understanding the two distinct regimes, the "point" and the "mountain" feature as observed by the double tip STM. Our initial hypothesis was that the two regimes correspond to situations where the force imposed by the stationary tip is either lower (point) or higher (mountain) than what is required to stretch out the ripples of the membrane, which formed during the sample preparation. To test this hypothesis, we created six examples of somewhat larger models (84 nm × 84 nm) with locally different ripple structures (see Methods). We then applied varying forces to 10 atoms in the middle of the membrane and monitored the change in the shape of the membrane. Three examples of the resulting structures for one of the samples are presented in Figure 6a −c. The corresponding line profiles, along with profiles for intermediate forces, are presented in Figure 6d . As can be seen in the images, we observe two kinds of deformations depending on the applied force. At lower forces, the modeled tip induces a clear change in the line profile, limited from both sides by the initial ripples of the membrane. At higher forces, the ripples stretch out and a clearly larger deformation appears. These two cases correspond directly to the experimentally observed regimes, confirming our hypothesis. Although both regimes were observed for all six studied structures, the forces required for the transformations varied by more than an order of magnitude (from 1 to 20 eV/Å) depending on the initial structure. Hence, the deformation depends on the balance between the imposed force (and thus selected tunnelling conditions), and the initial structure of the membrane. Remarkably, when the force is close to the deformation threshold, the effect of continuous scanning (by modifying the structure of the sample as demonstrated in Figure 5 ) can trigger a transition between these two cases, as was experimentally observed in Figure 3c ,d, which shows this transition between two subsequent scans at the same conditions. We point out that stretching out the ripples during the simulated transformations requires forces that are approximately an order of magnitude lower (even for the highest ones) than what would be required to deflect a similarly sized nonrippled graphene membrane without prestrain to a similar extent according to a continuum mechanics model. 25 Hence, also in our simulated experiment, no significant straining of the membrane (stretching of bonds) occurs. We can thus conclude that the out-of-plane deformations are reshaped by interaction with the STM tip, but they remain within the degree of freedom given by the initial slack or compression of the membrane.
In summary, we have shown that two-dimensional materials can be probed simultaneously from both sides and at the same location. Using a face-to-face dual probe STM setup, we have for the first time directly measured the tip-induced deformations by an independent second probe. We have shown that an STM tip modifies the graphene landscape during each scan and can induce permanent changes in the shape by both attractive and repulsive tip−sample interaction. This provides means for controlling graphene morphology beyond substrate variation. Moreover, we have clarified the response of the membrane under the external forces of the tip by taking into account initial random out-of-plane deformations of the membrane. Finally, we demonstrate an accurate control of local curvature and height of the membrane, which leads to new possibilities toward deformation engineering of graphene. 26 Overall, our experiments open hitherto unexplored avenues for the study of 2D materials. The unobstructed combination of two local probes adds additional dimensions to the versatility of STM, which can likely be extended from probing mechanical properties and local deformations (as shown here) to include, for example, electronic effects under deformation, 13, 19 local manipulation of defects, ad-atoms 27−29 or molecules 1,30 on both sides of the membrane, or the study of quantum interference effects 2 with multiple probes. Further perspectives arise with the use of other types of probes, which may, for example, induce and sense forces 25, 31, 32 or near-field optical signals 33, 34 instead of tunneling currents. In principle, any mode of operation of any scanning probe instrument may conceivably be combined with each other in a similar dual-probe setup, which opens a larger number of new routes for exploring the physics and material properties of ultrathin membranes.
Methods. Double-Tip Experiments. The 2× STM setup presented in Figure 1a was built specifically for this study by DME, Danish Micro Engineering A/S, Herlev, Denmark. It consists of two standard DME's STM scanners mounted on a custom base that holds the scanners on opposing sides of the sample. This base was designed so that each scanner and the sample can be removed and replaced with a position accuracy of a few (less than five) micrometers, and a CCD microscope camera can be placed into the position of each scanner. Each scan head is connected to one Dual Scope C-26 controller (DME). They were controlled by two instances of software DME-Scantool. In order to reach the same alignment for both of the scan heads, the following procedure was used: (1) The sample holder is placed in a solid support ("guide") in between the two scanners. (2) CCD camera is attached to one side of the guide and adjusted to have the sample area in the field of view. The exact position of the graphene membrane is marked with a cross hair on a monitor. (3) The sample is removed from the guide and the first scan head (STM 1) is placed opposite to the camera and the probe is aligned with micrometer screws to match with the cross hair (in the focal plane of the camera). (4) The scan head is removed, and the sample is remounted. The camera is moved to the other side. (5) Steps 1 and 2 are repeated for the second scan head (STM 2). (6) Finally, the camera is removed and both scanners are attached. The tip of one scanner is now within the scan range (5 μm) of the other scanner, and the exact alignment of the tips is possible by using the piezos since the tip-induced deformation of the membrane by one stationary tip is visible in the scanned image of the other tip.
Sample Preparation. Our sample preparation follows wellknown procedures for the transfer of graphene sheets from silicon/silicon dioxide to a target substrate by using a dissolvable plastic film as an intermediate carrier. In our case, we first transfer the mechanically exfoliated few-layer graphene sheets to plastic-only Quantifoil transmission electron microscopy (TEM) grids with 1.2 μm sized holes. This "perforated" plastic film has the added advantage that those graphene areas that coincide with holes are never in contact with the polymer. Because these grids are nonconductive and not rigid enough for STM experiments, we then transferred the samples to 2.65 mm × 2.65 mm × 200 μm silicon window frames purchased from Silson Ltd., U.K. Those chips, originally intended for TEM use, have a single rectangular window at the center with sizes ranging from ∼2 to 25 μm, from which we selected the smaller ones. To ensure conductivity, we coated the silicon frames with a thin gold layer prior to the transfer. In the single-tip experiment presented in Figure 2 , we did not dissolve the plastic film (stopping the process at step iii in Figure 1b) and thereby obtained graphene membranes on a circular support. In other experiments, the plastic film was dissolved in chloroform followed by methylpyrrolidone (heated to 100°C), leaving the few-layer graphene suspended on the rectangular hole of the silicon window. Our STM tips were fabricated by a dynamical electrochemical etching method. 35 We used 0.35 mm polycrystalline tungsten wire and a 2 M KOH solution as the electrolyte. TEM images of an as-prepared STM tip are shown in the Supporting Information. The thickness of the graphene samples used in these experiments was between 5 and 8 layers and was determined optically. 36 Simulations. The graphene structures used in the atomistic simulations consisted of either 11040 carbon atoms (17 nm × 17 nm; Figure 5 , Supporting Information Figure S1 ) or 276 800 atoms (84 nm × 84 nm; Figure 6 ). To mimic the experimental conditions, we initially put the structures under 2% compression and then carried out molecular dynamics simulation at a finite temperature (300 K) for 5 ps. After this step, we obtain a rippled structure as shown in Figures 5a or 6c . The carbon−carbon interaction was modeled using the reactive bond-order potential by Brenner et al., 37 and the temperature of the system was maintained according to the scheme of Berendsen et al. 38 All simulated structures were periodic in the in-plane directions of graphene. For simulations presented in Figure 5 , all of the atoms were allowed to move, whereas for those presented in Figure 6 and Supporting Information Figure  S1 the outermost atoms (atoms within 1nm from the boundary) were fixed to model the edge of the substrate.
In the scan simulation presented in Figure 5 , the effect of the scanning probe was modeled by applying a force of 1 eV/Å on those atoms exactly under the tip (assuming a tip diameter of 3 Å). The tip was moved from y = −75 Å to y = 75 Å with a step size of 5 Å. For each of the tip positions, the atomic structure was optimized with conjugate gradient energy minimization scheme while maintaining the force on the atoms under the tip. Then, a 20 ps molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K was carried out before moving the tip further.
In the simulations presented in Supporting Information Figure S1 and supplementary video 2, we first applied an increasing (upward) force on one of the atoms in the middle of the graphene sheet until the structure optimization resulted in a convex shape for the optimized structure instead of a concave shape which was obtained with no force. Then, an increasing opposite force was applied to the same atom in the convex structure until the force was high enough to break the membrane. After this, we modeled the effect of scanning on the membrane, as described above, by moving the tip gradually over the whole sample area and applying a downward force on the atoms under the tip. As previously, the force was applied to 10 atoms under the tip, which prevented the membrane from breaking even when the total force was increased. The resulting decrease of the height of the membrane after four subsequent scans is presented in the Supporting Information.
To obtain structures with locally different ripple configurations used to study the point and mountain features ( Figure  6 ), we ran extended MD simulations at a high temperature (2500 K) for a total of 31 ps, which allowed the local ripple structure of the membrane to evolve without creating defects in the lattice. During this simulation, we saved six intermediate structures. Next, the effect of the stationary tip was again modeled by applying different static out-of-plane forces (between 0.1 and 20.0 eV/Å) to 10 atoms in the middle of each of the structures to study the local changes to the shape of the membrane as a function of the applied force.
We point out that our model system is a simplification of the experimental setup, since both the membrane size and thickness are scaled down in order to make simulations computationally feasible. However, our models capture the most important aspects of the experimental situation in a manner that provides a reasonably good qualitative understanding. Additional experimental STM data, additional simulations, TEM images of our STM tip, and the strain analysis of the deformed membrane. Supplementary video S1 shows the transformation of a tip-induced mountain to a valley by retracting the stationary tip of the double-tip STM, as shown in Figure 4 of the article. Supplementary video S2 shows the simulated deformations of a graphene membrane as described in the article. First, the membrane is pulled from a rough initial configuration into a convex shape by a force applied at the center. Then, repeated scanning with repulsive force from the tip pushes it back to a concave shape. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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